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IMPORTANT WINTER TASKS

FOR YOUR PLANTS

WATERING

Arguably the most overlooked winter

task, watering is vital to keeping your

plants healthy into colder months.

MULCHING

A great way to give your plants a

protective boost through harsher

weather 

FERTILIZING

One of the most comprehensive

pieces of winter care, fertilizing will

provide the greatest range of benefits

PRUNING

Plant health and aesthetics are

maintained through correctly timed

and performed pruning



WATERING

MOISTURE

Cold weather often deters us from

watering the landscape in winter.

However, effects of drought stress

from summer may still be lingering

inconspicuously. Continue a regular

but reduced watering schedule into

winter months until the

temperature consistently stays

below 30°F for a few days.  A

handful of times a month should be

sufficient. 

PREPERATION

Whatever method you use to water

your landscape plants, ensure that it

is ready for inclement winter

weather. If you use an irrigation

system, it is essential to remove all

water from its lines after use in order

to prevent costly bursts and tears.

Some systems will have a means by

which to remove this water; for those

that don't, use compressed air on a

warmer day to expel the remaining

water.  

EVERGREENS

Once temperatures outside stay

below 30°F for three to fours

days, it is okay to refrain from

watering the majority of your

plants as root growth will

generally be stopped at this point.

An exception to this rule is

evergreen plants as they need

water through winter to

compensate for water loss

through leaves or needles. 



MULCHING

TIMING

Early applications of mulch in the

fall are preferred, but mulching in

the winter is equally beneficial.

Fluctuations in soil moisture and

temperature due to irregular winter

weather can cause a series of issues

to root systems. Using mulch on

these plants will insulate their roots,

allowing them to remain protected

and dormant until temperatures can

support healthy root growth while

also preventing early spring weeds. 

MATERIALS

The best winter mulches will be

coarse and insulating without

becoming too dense under heavy

precipitation. The most sustainable

materials for mulching your winter

garden are usually the most available.

Most local garden stores will carry a

wide variety of materials like straw or

bark chips that will work well, but

look to your own property for

shredded leaves, pine needles,

pruned branches, nut hulls, sawdust,  

manure, and other organic materials. 

TECHNIQUE

Proper mulching technique is

essential to the health of your

plant but improper application can

cause more harm than good.

Place a 2-4 inch layer of mulch in

a compacted hill a few inches

from the base of the tree to allow

moisture and air flow into the root

system. Avoid excess mulch or

bunching the mulch against the

tree to prevent smothering roots

or cutting bark. 



PRUNING

TIMING

Although it is important to research

the proper time to prune each

individual plant in your garden, the

dormant winter months are

generally the best time. It is easier

to locate diseased, damaged, and

decayed branches for removal while

also lowering the risk of

transmitting any type of disease or

fungus between plants. 

EQUIPMENT

Be sure to you use the right

equipment and research the right

technique for the job. There are

different types pruning cuts that

cause the plant to respond differently

so ensure you are utilizing the correct

one. Regardless of which cut you use,

ensure your pruning shears are sharp

and cleaned after each cut to reduce

risk of disease transmission. For

more information on pruning cuts

and technique, check with our

experts. 

BENEFITS

Pruning is beneficial to the overall

health of a plant as well as its

aesthetic. Removing the correct

sections of a plant at the right

time optimizes its flow of energy,

encourages a growth pattern, and

strengthens the tree. Properly

pruned plants are less susceptible

to mechanical damage from

incliment winter weather.   



FERTILIZING

PREP

Before applying any additives to

your soil, it is important to

understand its current composition

as to not supplement incorrect

nutrients. Excess amounts of

certain nutrients in your soil can

cause a range of problems from

dieback to wilt. Check with your

local extension office or our

landscape professionals to get more

information regarding soil tests. 

WHEN & HOW

Deep-root, slow release fertilizers are

usually best applied after the last

major mow of the year and before

winterizing your irrigation. This

allows for easier application and

ability to water in the fertilizer. Be

sure to research the each fertilizer

for each job as the right fertilizer for

your grass may injure your trees or

vice versa. Check with our

horticulture experts to ensure your

have the right equipment for the job.

BENEFITS

Proper application of fertilizer

going into late fall and winter will

give your plants and grass a boost

through the cold winter months

ahead. Fertilizer in winter is not

intended to cause late year plant

or grass growth, instead, it is

meant to decrease susceptibility to

diseases, pests, and the stress of

inclement weather. A properly

fertilized property will be much

healthier come spring. 



STANDARD

Salt has been the standard of snow and ice prevention

and removal for ages with millions of pounds being

spread every year. However, salt has a negative

impact on the environment, infrastructure, and

property causing corrosion and decay. Increased

environmental consciousness in recent years has

spurred research into sustainable alternatives to salt

that can still fight ice and snow. There are countless

liquids, granular mixes, and additives on the market

for each deicing need. Depending on your hardscape,

landscape, and lifestyle, different products exist to

meet your specific requirements. 

ALTERNATIVES

Various chlorides, acetates, and fertilizer can be

purchased at your home improvement store.

However, there is a range of products that can help

fight ice and snow that you might have around the

house. Coffee grounds, kitty litter, and sand all add

grip to your walkways while sugar beet juice and beer

are liquid options that decreases the temperature at

which ice will form. Speak with our landscape experts

to determine which option is best and most

sustainable for your specific property needs. 

INVESTING IN 

THE RIGHT DEICER



Sustainable 

Winter Solutions

Our team of landscape professionals are

dedicated to working with you to find the

most sustainable options for your property

that will make the greatest impact on our

world. Contact us at (860)-469-5296 or

info@tacticallandcare.com to get tactical! 


